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SUMMARY  
 
Tastes are typically thought to evoke innate appetitive or aversive behaviours, prompting food 
acceptance or rejection. However, research in Drosophila melanogaster indicates that taste 
responses can be modified through experience-dependent changes in mushroom body circuits. In 
this study, we develop a novel taste learning paradigm using closed-loop optogenetics. We find 
that appetitive and aversive taste memories can be formed by pairing gustatory stimuli with 
optogenetic activation of sensory or dopaminergic neurons associated with reward or 
punishment. As with olfactory memories, distinct dopaminergic subpopulations drive the parallel 
formation of short- and long-term appetitive memories. Long-term memories are protein 
synthesis-dependent and have energetic requirements that are satisfied by a variety of caloric 
food sources or by direct stimulation of MB-MP1 dopaminergic neurons. Our paradigm affords 
new opportunities to probe plasticity mechanisms within the taste system and understand the 
extent to which taste responses are experience dependent. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Food selection is influenced by a complex set of factors including external sensory input, 
interoceptive circuits signaling internal state, and plasticity driven by past feeding experiences. 
The gustatory system plays a critical role in evaluating the nutritional qualities of foods, and is 
generally thought to evoke innate appetitive or aversive behavioural responses. However, the 
degree to which taste processing can be modified by learning is unclear.  
 
In flies, taste detection is mediated by gustatory receptor neurons (GRNs) located on the 
proboscis, pharynx, legs, wing margins, and ovipositor 1. GRNs express a range of chemosensory 
receptors for detection of sugars, bitters, salts, and other contact chemosensory cues 2–4. GRNs 
project to the subesophageal zone (SEZ) of the fly brain where taste information is segregated 
based on modality, valence, and organ of detection 5. 
 
Although the valence of a specific taste is generally set, the intensity of the response can vary 
according to a variety of factors, including internal state. For example, starvation increases a 
fly’s sensitivity towards sweet tastes, while blunting responses towards bitters. These starvation-
dependent changes occur through direct modulation of GRN activity 6–9. Moreover, flies lacking 
essential nutrients such as amino acids and salts exhibit increased nutrient-specific preference 
towards protein and salt-rich foods 10–12. 
 
In addition to internal state-dependent changes in nutrient drive, fly taste responses can be 
altered by experience. Most notably, short-term taste-specific suppression of appetitive responses 
can be achieved through pairing with either bitter taste or noxious heat 13–16.  This plasticity 
requires an integrative memory association area called the mushroom body (MB), which is 
known to represent stimuli of different modalities, including taste 13–15. Thus, while taste 
responses are carried out by innate circuits, they also exhibit experience-dependent changes 
driven by the adaptable networks of the MB 14,17,18.  
 
The MB is composed of approximately ~4,000 intrinsic Kenyon cells (KCs), whose dendrites 
receive inputs from different sensory systems 14,19–21. KCs form en passant synapses with 
mushroom body output neurons (MBONs), and MBONS send projections to neuropils outside of 
the MB to modulate behavioural output 20,22. Connections between KCs and MBONs are 
depressed during learning, which skews the MB network towards approach or avoidance 
behaviours 23–25. Reinforcement signals responsible for synaptic depression are conveyed by 
heterogenous dopaminergic neuron (DAN) populations when they are activated in coincidence 
with incoming sensory stimuli 26,27. DANs are activated in response to rewarding and punishing 
stimuli within a fly’s environment such as sucrose, bitter compounds, or shocks 28,29.  
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Interestingly, direct activation of DANs can function as an unconditioned stimulus (US) in some 
Drosophila associative learning paradigms 17,30–32. Optogenetic or thermogenetic activation of the 
protocerebral anterior medial (PAMs) neurons, the rewarding DAN subpopulation, following or 
in coincidence with an odor conditioned stimulus (CS) results in the formation of an appetitive 
memory, while activation of punishing PPL1 DANs leads to the formation of an aversive 
memory 15,33. Similarly, recent work on mammalian Pavlovian cue-reward learning shows that 
phasic optogenetic activation of specific dopaminergic subsets in the absence of a physical 
reward can lead to the formation of conditioned behaviours in mice 34.  
 
Appetitive short- and long-term memories (STM; LTM) are formed by independent PAM 
subpopulations, and the nutritional value of the sugar reward and satiation state of the fly 
contribute to the strength of the association 17,28,33,35. Whereas STM may be formed under more 
flexible conditions with a sweet tasting reward, the formation of LTM requires a nutritious sugar. 
For example, L-glucose, a non-caloric, sweet tasting sugar can be used as a reward for the 
formation of STM, but only promotes LTM if paired with an energy source such as sorbitol 
28,35,36. Caloric sugars gate memory consolidation by promoting sustained rhythmic activity of 
MB-MP1 DANs 35,37. Therefore, nutrient-sensing, internal state, and the gustatory system all play 
pivotal roles in reward learning 38,39.  
 
Although flies are known to exhibit aversive short-term taste memories, where appetitive taste 
responses are diminished through punishment 14,15,40,41, the full extent to which taste behaviours 
are modifiable by learning is unknown. For example, can taste responses be enhanced by 
appetitive conditioning? Can flies form long-term memories about taste? These are difficult 
questions to answer using traditional methods for several reasons. First, appetitive association 
paradigms generally rely on food as the US, which could interfere with the representation of a 
taste CS and also modify future taste behaviours through changes in satiety state. Second, 
repeated temporal pairing of a taste CS with a US is difficult to achieve in flies without 
immobilization, making long-lasting memories difficult to test. To circumvent these issues, we 
developed an optogenetic learning paradigm that facilitates rapid, repeated CS/US pairing while 
maintaining similar satiation states between groups. In this paradigm, we couple a taste (the CS) 
with optogenetic GRN or dopaminergic neuron stimulation (the US) in order to study 
conditioned taste responses or ‘taste memories’. For the purpose of our study, we will define a 
taste memory as a measurable change in a fly’s behavioural response to a previously encountered 
taste stimulus. 
 
Using our novel paradigm, we show that flies are capable of forming both appetitive and 
aversive short- and long-term taste memories. As in olfaction, appetitive taste memories are 
driven by discrete PAM populations, and activation of a single PAM subpopulation is sufficient 
to induce appetitive LTM. The formation of appetitive LTM requires de novo protein synthesis 
and is contingent on caloric intake. Moreover, sugar, certain amino acids, and lactic acid can 
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provide the energy required to support LTM formation, and this requirement is also satisfied by 
thermogenetic activation of MB-MP1 neurons.  
 
RESULTS  
 
Pairing GRN activation with a food source leads to taste memory formation 
 
We previously developed a system called the sip-triggered optogenetic behavioural enclosure 
(STROBE), in which individual flies are placed in an arena with free access to two food sources 
42. Interactions (mostly sips) with one of those foods triggers nearly instantaneous activation of a 
red LED, which can be used for optogenetic stimulation of neurons expressing CsChrimson. We 
reasoned that, if sipping on a tastant (the CS+) triggers activation of neurons that provide either 
positive or negative reinforcement, we may observe a change in the number of interactions a fly 
initiates upon subsequent exposure to the same CS+ (Figure 1A).   
 
We began by testing the efficacy of the STROBE in inducing aversive and appetitive memories 
through optogenetic activation of bitter and sweet GRNs, respectively (Figure 1B). Bitter GRN 
stimulation is known to activate PPL1 DANs, while sweet GRNs activate PAMs 13,15,32,43. 
Moreover, bitter or sweet GRN activation with Gr66a- or Gr43a-Gal4 is sufficient for STM 
induction in taste and olfactory associative learning paradigms 13,33. Therefore, we tested whether 
pairing GRN activation with feeding on a single taste modality could create an associative taste 
memory that altered subsequent behaviour to the taste.  
  
In the aversive taste memory paradigm, interactions with 25 mM sucrose (CS+) during training 
triggered LED activation of bitter neurons expressing CsChrimson, which led to CS+ avoidance 
relative to plain agar (CS-) (Figure 1C). During testing, we disable the STROBE lights and 
measured preference towards 25 mM sucrose (CS+) relative to agar (CS-) to see if flies have 
formed aversive taste memories. Indeed, ten minutes after training, flies that experienced bitter 
GRN activation during training showed a decreased sugar preference compared to control flies of 
the same genotype that were not fed the obligate CsChrimson cofactor all-trans-retinal, and 
retinal-fed control genotypes carrying either the Gal4 or UAS alone (Figure 1C). The same effect 
was produced by activation of PPK23glut ‘high salt’ GRNs, which also carries a negative valence 
in salt-satiated flies (Figure S1A, B). Importantly, these effects are not due to heightened satiety 
in trained flies because training in this paradigm is associated with fewer food interactions than 
controls. 
 
For the appetitive memory paradigm, we chose 75 mM NaCl as the CS+, since flies show neither 
strong attraction nor aversion to this concentration of salt 44. Interactions with the CS+ triggered 
optogenetic activation of sweet neurons, either with Gr43a-Gal4, which labels a subset of leg 
and pharyngeal sweet neurons in addition to fructose-sensitive neurons in the protocerebrum 
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(Figure 1B) or Gr64f-Gal4, which labels most peripheral sweet GRNs (Figure S1A). In both 
cases, sweet GRN activation produced increased preference for the CS+ during training and 
testing 10-minutes later (Figure 1D and Figure S1C). Like the aversive memory paradigm, these 
effects cannot easily be explained through changes in internal state, since trained flies interacted 
more with the food during training and therefore should have a lower salt drive during testing. 
Interestingly, refeeding flies with standard medium directly after training in the appetitive 
paradigm led to a long-lasting preference for the CS+, revealed by testing 24-hours later (Figure 
1E and Figure S1D). This stands in contrast to the aversive paradigm, where reduced preference 
for sugar following bitter GRN activation was absent during testing after 24 hours (Figure S1E).  
 
DAN activation is sufficient for the induction of short and long-lasting taste memories   
 
We next asked whether activating DANs during feeding could drive the formation of taste 
memories. Aversive short-term taste memory depends on multiple PPL1 DANs, including PPL1-
a’2 a2 and PPL1-a315, while appetitive short-term taste memories have not been previously 
reported. We first tested whether activating PPL1 DANs coincident with tastant interactions 
would lead to STM formation in the STROBE. Stimulation of PPL1 neurons reduced sucrose 
preference during training, and a reduced preference was also observed during short-term 
memory testing 10 minutes later (Figure 2A). Interestingly, unlike activation of bitter sensory 
neurons, PPL1 activation also produced a long-lasting aversive memory that was expressed 24 
hours after training (Figure 2B).  
 
To test the effect of appetitive DAN activation, we used flies expressing CsChrimson in PAM 
neurons under control of R58E02-Gal4. Intriguingly, although optogenetic activation of PAM 
neurons signals reward to the MB, it did not affect preference towards light-paired 75 mM NaCl 
(CS+) during training (Figure 2C, D). Nonetheless, this pairing resulted in appetitive memory 
expression during testing 10 minutes and 24 hours after training (Figure 2C, D). Thus, 
optogenetic activation of PAM neurons in the STROBE was able to write both short- and long-
lasting appetitive taste memories in the absence of acute effects on feeding. Importantly, 
appetitive memories were specific for the CS+, as flies trained with NaCl as the CS+ did not 
exhibit elevated preference for the equally appetitive novel tastant monopotassium glutamate 
(MPG; Figure S2A) 
 
Consistent with long-term olfactory memories induced by DAN activation, we found long-
lasting taste memory consolidation required an energetic food source, and therefore flies were 
refed for a brief period after training. Flies fed 7 hours post-training, after the memory 
consolidation time period defined in olfactory memory, did not express taste memories during 
testing (Figure 2D) 35. Thus, the contingencies governing the formation and expression of taste 
memories in Drosophila seem to be similar to those previously discovered for olfaction.   
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The MB is required for the formation of short- and long-lasting taste memories 
 
Prior research indicates that the intrinsic neurons of the MB are required for aversive taste 
memory formation15. To confirm that the MB is required for appetitive taste memory formation, 
we silenced this neuropil throughout our long-lasting memory assay using tetanus toxin 
expressed under control of the pan-MB driver R13F02-LexA. After pairing Gr43a activation with 
NaCl feeding, flies with silenced MBs did not exhibit elevated preference for salt during either 
the short-term or long-lasting taste memory assays (Figure 3A, B). Similarly, PAM activation 
during feeding led to a sustained increase in preference for the NaCl tastant in control groups for 
both the STM and long-lasting memory assay, but not in flies with silenced MBs (Figure 3C, D). 
These findings indicate that MB intrinsic neurons play a pivotal role in the formation of 
appetitive taste memory (Figure 3F).  
 
To assess whether the molecular underpinnings of 24-hour appetitive taste memory are 
consistent with classic olfactory LTM – which requires de novo protein synthesis during memory 
consolidation – we fed flies all-trans-retinal laced with the protein synthesis inhibitor 
cycloheximide (CXM) 17. As expected, flies fed CXM prior to training were unable to form long-
term taste memories, in contrast to vehicle controls (Figure 3E). These results confirm that 
protein synthesis is necessary for long-term taste memory formation (Figure 3F).   
 
Distinct PAM subpopulations induce appetitive short- and long-term taste memories 
 
Distinct, non-overlapping subpopulations of PAM neurons, labeled by R48B04-Gal4 and 
R15A04-Gal4, mediate the formation of appetitive short- and long-term olfactory memories, 
respectively 33. Moreover, it has been hypothesized that two differential reinforcing effects of 
sugar reward – sweet taste and nutrition, are encoded by these segregated STM and LTM neural 
populations 33. We tested both populations in our appetitive STROBE memory assays to 
determine if the activation of these separate PAM clusters would support the formation of 
parallel short- and long-term taste memories. R48B04>CsChrimson flies formed appetitive 
short-term but not long-term taste memories, as shown by the higher salt preference of flies 
expressing active CsChrimson during STM testing but not LTM testing (Figure 4A, B). 
Conversely, activation of R15A04-Gal4 neurons produced LTM but not STM (Figure 4C, D). 
These results indicate that, much like appetitive olfactory memory, short- and long-term taste 
memories are formed in parallel by discrete PAM sub-populations.  
 
Next, we wondered whether activation of a single PAM cell subtype, PAM-a1, would be 
sufficient to induce taste memories. PAM-a1 neurons project to an MB compartment innervated 
by MBON-a1, which in turn feeds back onto PAM-a1 to form a recurrent reward loop necessary 
for the formation of appetitive olfactory LTM 45,46. Consistent with its role in olfactory memory, 
activation of this PAM cell type in the STROBE with drivers MB043B-Gal4 or MB299B-Gal4 
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was sufficient to drive appetitive long-term, but not short-term, taste memory formation (Figure 
4E, F and Figure S3A, B).  
 
Interestingly, activation of another PAM subset labelled by MB301B-Gal4 produced a higher 
preference for the salt CS during training, yet no sustained changes in taste preference during 
short- or long-term memory testing (Figure 4G, H). This demonstrates that the reward signaling 
associated with PAM cell activation occurs on multiple timescales to produce acute, short-, or 
long-term changes in behavior. Notably, the trend toward lower salt preference during testing in 
this experiment may reflect reduced salt drive due to increased salt consumption during training. 
 
Caloric food sources are required for the formation of associative long-term taste memories 
 
Because refeeding shortly after training is required for the consolidation of appetitive long-term 
taste memories, we next asked what types of nutrients would support this memory formation. As 
expected, refeeding with L-glucose, a non-caloric sugar, did not lead to the formation of 
associative long-term taste memories (Figure 5A, B). However, along with sucrose, refeeding 
with lactic acid, yeast extract, and L-alanine promoted long-term memory, while L-aspartic acid 
did not. These results indicate that in addition to sucrose, other caloric nutrients can provide 
sufficient energy for long-term taste memory formation. Moreover, 7-hour delayed refeeding of 
each nutrient failed to support memory formation (Figure 5B). Thus, similar to olfactory LTM, 
the formation of appetitive taste LTM is dependent on an energy source being readily available 
during the memory consolidation window 35,38.  
 
Our findings concerning the formation and expression of appetitive taste LTM bear striking 
similarities to those of olfactory LTM in terms of MB circuitry, dependence on protein synthesis, 
and energetic requirements. This led us to wonder if the energy gating performed by MB-MP1 
neurons, which signal onto the mushroom body and promote energy flux in MB neurons during 
LTM, perform a similar function in taste memory 35,47,48. To test this hypothesis, we activated 
MB-MP1 neurons directly after training using UAS-TRPA1 and delayed refeeding to outside the 
memory consolidation window. Compared to genetic controls, flies in which MB-MP1 neurons 
were activated post training show significantly elevated memory scores during testing (Figure 
6A, B). This confirms that MB-MP1 activation is sufficient to drive memory consolidation 
during long-term appetitive taste memory formation (Figure 6C).     
 
DISCUSSION   
 
Gustation plays a vital role in determining the suitability of foods for ingestion. Yet, little is 
known about how experience influences higher-order taste representations and contributes to the 
continuous refinement of food selection. In fact, in flies, a memory system for the recollection of 
appetitive taste CS has not been described. In this study, we use the STROBE to establish a 
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novel learning paradigm and further investigate the formation and expression of taste memories. 
We demonstrate that flies are capable of forming short- and long-term appetitive and aversive 
taste memories towards two key nutrients – salt, and sugar. Much like olfactory memory, 
associative taste memory formation occurs within the MB and follows many of the same circuit 
and energetic principles.  
 
Appetitive taste memory has been severely understudied in Drosophila due to several inherent 
experimental design issues. First, in other types of associative reward learning – such as 
olfactory and visual – sucrose is often used as the unconditioned stimulus (US) or reward, which 
can interact with the representation of a gustatory CS. For example, bitter and sweet tastes 
interact at both the receptor and circuit levels, and salt responses overlap with most other taste 
stimuli in the periphery 11,49,50. Second, changes in internal state due to ingestion of specific 
nutrients during learning can either influence behavior independent of memory formation, or 
directly affect memory formation or expression. Most notably, if CS+ and CS- groups ingest 
different amounts of a nutrient during training, it will likely influence the specific drive for the 
taste of that modality during testing 12,51. Nevertheless, rats’ hedonic response to bitter 
compounds can be made more positive through pairing with sugar, and human studies suggest 
that children’s taste palates are malleable based on positive experiences with bitter vegetables 52–

55. Thus, despite the constraints of measuring taste memories in a controlled setting, appetitive 
taste plasticity is very likely an ethologically important process. 
 
To circumvent the complexities associated with appetitive taste memory formation, we decided 
to directly stimulate DANs as the flies experienced taste inputs through feeding. This also 
afforded the opportunity to interrogate the roles of specific DAN populations. Taking a 
hypothesis driven approach, we confirmed that PAM neural subpopulations reinforce taste 
percepts much like olfactory inputs, and that short- and long-term memories are processed by 
distinct subpopulations. For example, activating b’2, g4, and g5 compartments with R48B04-
Gal4 produces STM in both olfactory and taste paradigms, while activation of a1, b’1, b2, and 
g5 with R15A04-Gal4 produces LTM in both. These results confirm that appetitive STM and 
LTM are processed in parallel in the MB 33,56. Given that tastes, like odours, activate the KC 
calyces, we speculate that optogenetic stimulation of PAM neurons during feeding modulates the 
strength of KC-MBON synaptic connections 14. Notably, activation of single PAM cell type 
produced different forms of memory in the STROBE. For example, stimulating PAM-a1 
neurons during feeding drives appetitive taste LTM, while activation of PAM-b’1 was 
immediately rewarding.  
 
A unique aspect of our long-term taste learning paradigm is that we uncoupled the US from a 
caloric food source. By doing this we were able to probe the energetic constraints gating LTM 
formation. For years it has been reported that long-term memory formation in Drosophila 
requires the intake of caloric sugar. Here, we demonstrate that the caloric requirements of long-
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term memory formation can be quenched by food sources other than sucrose, such as lactic acid, 
and protein. Moreover, it seems that at least one amino-acid, L-alanine, is able to provide 
adequate energy, while L-aspartic acid cannot. We theorize that these foods may provide flies 
readily accessible energy, as neurons are able to metabolize both lactic acid and L-alanine into 
pyruvate to fuel the production of ATP via oxidative phosphorylation 57.   
 
Energy gating in the MB is thought to be regulated by the MB-MP1-DANs. MB-MP1 neuron 
oscillations activate increased mitochondrial energy flux within the KCs, which is both necessary 
and sufficient to support LTM48. To demonstrate sufficiency in our assay, we activated MB-MP1 
neurons with TRPA1 directly after fly training, which effectively substitutes for a caloric food 
source and allows LTM formation (Figure 6C). These results suggest that MB-MP1 neurons 
integrate energy signals during formation of multiple types of LTM and may be influenced by a 
variety of caloric foods.  
 
Intriguingly, we observed both positive and negative taste memories following optogenetic GRN 
stimulation concurrent with taste detection. The activation of bitter GRNs paired with sucrose led 
to the formation of STM, which agrees with previous research demonstrating that thermogenetic 
stimulation of bitter GRNs can act as a negative US, and lead to taste learning in short-term 
paradigms 13. Strikingly, bitter GRN activation was not sufficient for the formation of LTM in 
our assay. One possible explanation is that because bitter GRN activation strongly inhibits 
feeding, the number of pairings between sugar taste and bitter activation is insufficient to induce 
LTM. By contrast, PPL1 activation is less aversive during training and therefore allows more 
associations.  
 
Unlike bitter GRNs, activation of sweet GRNs prompted both STM and LTM formation. This 
indicates that lasting changes in the value of specific tastes can occur in response to temporal 
association of different taste modalities, and raises the possibility that such plasticity plays an 
important role in animals’ ongoing taste responses. Future experiments using the STROBE 
paradigm could further probe the molecular and circuit mechanisms underlying such changes and 
advance our understanding of how taste preferences may be shaped by experience over an 
animal’s lifetime.   
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Fly strains  
Fly stocks were raised on a standard cornmeal diet at 25°C, 70% relative humidity. For neuronal 
activation 20XUAS-IVS-CsChrimson.mVenus (BDCS, stock number: 55135) was used. 
Dopaminergic PAM expression was targeted using previously described lines: R58E02-GAL435; 
R58E02-LexA, R48B04-GAL4, R15A04-GAL4, R13F02-LexA, and R30E11-LexA obtained from 
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Bloomington (BDCS, stock numbers: 52740, 50347, 48671, 52460, 54209); and MB split-GAL4 
lines MB043B-GAL4, MB504B-GAL4, MB299B-GAL4, MB301B-GAL4 from Janelia Farms23. 
GRN expression was driven using Gr43a-GAL4, Gr64f-GAL458, Gr66a-GAL459 , and PPK23glut-
GAL4 (PPK23-GAL4, Gr66a-LexA::VP16, LexAop-Gal8011). LexAop-tnt was previously 
described60. For temperature activation experiments LexAop-TrpA1 was used32.  
  
STROBE experiments  
Mated female Drosophila were collected 2-3 days post eclosion and transferred into vials 
containing 1 ml of standard cornmeal medium supplemented with 1 mM all-trans-retinal (Sigma 
#R2500) or an ethanol vehicle control. Flies were maintained on this diet for 2 days in a dark 
environment. 24 hours prior to experimentation flies were starved at 25°C, 70% relative 
humidity, on 1% agar supplemented with 1 mM all-trans-retinal or ethanol vehicle control. 
 
STROBE training protocol  
During the training phase for the short-term memory experiments the STROBE was loaded with 
4 µL of tastant (salt: Sigma #S7653  or sucrose: Sigma #S7903) on channel 1 and 4 µL 1% agar 
on channel 2. The red LED was triggered only when a fly interacted with the tastant in channel 1. 
The duration of the training period was 40 minutes. For the STM training protocol, flies were 
then transferred to clean empty vials for 10 minutes while the experimental apparatus was 
cleaned. The training and testing phases of LTM experiments were performed as described for 
the STM experiments with the following exception: after the 40-minute training period flies, 
were transferred individually into vials containing standard cornmeal diet or nutrient of interest 
(sucrose: Sigma #S7903, L-glucose: Sigma #G5500, lactic acid: Sigma #69785 , yeast extract: 
Sigma #Y1625, L-alanine: Sigma #05129, L-aspartic acid: Sigma #11230) and allowed to feed 
for 1 hour. They were then transferred into 1% agar starvation vials and kept at 18°C until the 
testing component of the experiment. For MB-MB1 activation experiments, after training flies 
were placed at 29°C, 70% relative humidity for 1 hour on 1% agar starvation vials. They were 
then transferred to 18°C and refed 8 hours later, outside of the memory consolidation. After 1 
hour of feeding they were once again transferred into 1% agar starvation vials and kept at 18°C 
until the retrieval component of the experiment. The preference index for each individual fly was 
calculated as: (sips from channel 1 – sips from channel 2)/(sips from channel 1 + sips from 
channel 2). All experiments were performed with a light intensity of 11.2mW/cm2 at 25°C, 70% 
relative humidity. 
 
STROBE testing protocol  
During testing, 4 µL of the same tastant (salt: Sigma #S7653, sucrose: Sigma #S7903, MPG: 
Sigma #G1501) was reloaded into channel one and 4 µL of 1% agar on channel 2. The 
optogenetic component of the system was deactivated such the red LED would no longer trigger 
if a fly interacted with the tastant. Flies were reloaded individually into the same arenas. The 
duration of the testing phase was 1 hour. The preference index for each individual fly was 
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calculated as: (sips from channel 1 – sips from channel 2)/(sips from channel 1 + sips from 
channel 2).  
 
Immunofluorescence microscopy 
Brain staining protocols were performed as previously described49. Briefly, brains were fixed for 
1 hour in 4% paraformaldehyde and dissected in PBS + 0.1% TritonX. After dissection brains 
were blocked in 5% NGS diluted with PBST for 1 hour. Brains were probed overnight at 4°C 
using the following primary antibody dilutions: rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000, Invitrogen #A11122), 
and mouse anti-brp (1:50, DSHB #nc82). After a 1hour wash period secondary antibodies goat 
anti-rabbit Alexa-488 (1:200, Invitrogen #A11008) and goat anti-mouse Alexa-568 (1:200, 
Invitrogen #A11030) were applied and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature to detect 
primary antibody binding. Slowfade gold was used as an antifade mounting medium.  
 
Slides were imaged under a 25x water immersion objective using a Leica SP5 II Confocal 
microscope. All images were taken sequentially with a z-stack step size at 1 µm, a line average 
of 2, speed of 200 Hz, and a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels. Image J was used to compile slices 
into a maximum intensity projection11.  
 
Statistical analysis  
All statistical analyses were executed using GraphPad Prism 6 software. Sample size and 
statistical tests performed are provided in the Figure legends. For Dunnett’s post hoc analyses, 
the lowest statistically significant value is shown on top of the experimental group as compared 
to various controls. Replicates are biological replicates, using different individual flies from 2 or 
more crosses. Sample sizes were based on previous experiments in which effect size was 
determined. Data was excluded on the basis of STROBE technical malfunctions for individual 
flies and criteria for data exclusion are as follows: i) if the light system was not working during 
training for individual arenas ii) if during training or testing a fly did not meet a standard 
minimum # of interactions for that genotype iii) if during training or testing the STROBE 
recorded an abnormally large # of interactions for that genotype iiii) technical malfunctions due 
to high channel capacitance baseline activity v) if a fly was dead in an arena.  
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Figure 1: GRNs produce punishment and reward signals capable of facilitating taste 
memory formation. (A) Diagram outlining STROBE memory paradigm. Training: starved flies 
freely interact with a LED-activating tastant for 40 minutes. CsChrimson induces bitter or sweet 
neuron stimulation upon LED-activation, pairing feeding with punishment or reward. Testing: 
associative memory is measured by assessing preference for the tastant compared to agar for a 1-
hour time period. (B) Expression of Gr66a-Gal4 and Gr43a-Gal4 in the fly brain. (C) Schematic 
of aversive STM timeline and a diagram of activated bitter neurons (left). Preference indices 
(middle) and tastant interaction numbers (right) for Gr66a>CsChrimson flies compared to 
genetic controls during training and 10 minutes later upon testing (n=16-30). (D, E) Schematic 
depicting appetitive short- and long-lasting memory assay timelines, and representative model of 
sweet GRNs in the SEZ (left). Preference index (middle) and interactions numbers (right) for 
Gr43a>CsChrimson flies fed all-trans-retinal compared to controls in the short-term (n= 12-23) 
(D), and long-lasting (n= 14-30) (E) memory assays (right). Preference index is mean ± SEM, 
One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test, with : **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001.  
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Figure 2: PPL1 and PAM neural activation is sufficient for the induction of short and long-
lasting taste memories.  (A, B) Paradigm timeline schematic and MB model indicating PPL1 
compartments activated by optogenetics (left). Preference indices for MB504B>CsChrimson 
flies and genetic controls in the short-term (n=19-31) (A), and long-lasting (n=20-33) (B) 
memory assays (right). (C, D) Assay timeline, and MB model with activated PAM compartments 
highlighted (left). Preference index for R58E02>CsChrimson flies comparted to controls in the 
short-term (n=25-38) (C), and long-lasting (n=17-35) (D) memory assays (right). Preference 
indices are mean ± SEM, One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 
***p < 0.001.  
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Figure 3: The MB is required for the formation of short- and long-term taste memories 
(A, B) Preference indices for Gr43a>CsChrimson flies in the short-term (n=16-34) (A) and 
long-lasting (n=13-27) (B) memory assays when the MB is silenced, compared to controls.  (C, 
D) Preference indices for R58E02>CsChrimson flies when the MB is silenced in the short-term 
(n=24-28)(C) and long-lasting (n=17-23) (D) memory paradigms, compared to controls. (E) 
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Preference indices in the long-lasting memory assay for R58E02>CsChrimson flies fed protein 
synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide compared to vehicle-fed controls (n=17-22). (F) Model of 
appetitive taste memory formation via GRN/PAM activation. Preference indices are mean 
± SEM, t-test/One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.  
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Figure 4: Discrete non-overlapping PAM subpopulations induce appetitive short- and long-
term taste memories. (A, B) PAM subpopulation R48B04 innervates highlighted MB 
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compartments (left), and preference indices of R48B04>CsChrimson flies for 75mM NaCl is 
tested in the short-term (n=21-28) (A), and long-term (n=15-17) (B) memory assays with or 
without retinal. (C, D). PAM subpopulation R15A04 innervates non-overlapping MB sub-
regions compared to R48B04. Preference indices for R15A04>CsChrimson flies fed all-trans-
retinal in the short-term (n=11-15) (C) and long-term (n=20-27) (D) taste memory assays with or 
without retinal. (E, F) PAM-a1 innervates a single compartment in the MB. Preference indices 
of MB043B>CsChrimson flies in the short-term (n=11-14) (E) and long-term (n=19-22) (F) 
memory assays with or without retinal. (G, H) PAM-β2β′2a synapses on the highlighted MB 
compartment. Preference indices for MB301B>CsChrimson flies during the short-term (n=20-
27) (G) and long-term (n=10-15) (H) memory assays with or without retinal. Preference indices 
are mean ± SEM, t-test: **p < 0.01. 
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Figure 5: Caloric food sources are required for the formation of associative long-term taste 
memories. (A) Graphic of the timeline followed for the long-term taste memory paradigm, and 
the MB compartments innervated by PAM driver R58E02-Gal4. (B, C) Preference indices for 
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R58E02>CsChrimson and control flies during training (B), and testing (C), after being refed 
with a caloric or non-caloric medium (n=13-28). Preference indices are mean ± SEM, One-way 
ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.  
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Figure 6: MB-MP1 neuron activation post-training replaces energy signal required for the 
formation of LTM. (A) Graphic of timeline followed for the LTM taste assay. Preference 
indices during training and testing for R58E02>CsChrimson flies fed all-trans-retinal, with MB-
MP1 neurons thermogenetically activated post training using R30E11>TRPA1, compared to 
controls without MB-MP1 activation (n=18-29). (C) Schematic depicting pathway of activation. 
Preference indices are mean ± SEM, One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test: **p < 0.01.  
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